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Determinants of loss of mammal species during
the Late Quaternary ‘megafauna’ extinctions: life
history and ecology, but not body size
C. N. Johnson
School of Tropical Biology, James Cook University, Townsville, QLD 4811, Australia
(christopher.johnson@ jcu.edu.au)
Extinctions of megafauna species during the Late Quaternary dramatically reduced the global diversity of
mammals. There is intense debate over the causes of these extinctions, especially regarding the extent to
which humans were involved. Most previous analyses of this question have focused on chronologies of
extinction and on the archaeological evidence for human–megafauna interaction. Here, I take an alternative approach: comparison of the biological traits of extinct species with those of survivors. I use this to
demonstrate two general features of the selectivity of Late Quaternary mammal extinctions in Australia,
Eurasia, the Americas and Madagascar. First, large size was not directly related to risk of extinction;
rather, species with slow reproductive rates were at high risk regardless of their body size. This finding
rejects the ‘blitzkrieg’ model of overkill, in which extinctions were completed during brief intervals of
selective hunting of large-bodied prey. Second, species that survived despite having low reproductive rates
typically occurred in closed habitats and many were arboreal or nocturnal. Such traits would have reduced
their exposure to direct interaction with people. Therefore, although this analysis rejects blitzkrieg as a
general scenario for the mammal megafauna extinctions, it is consistent with extinctions being due to
interaction with human populations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Giant kangaroos, mammoths, ground sloths and other
mammal ‘megafauna’ went extinct from many parts of the
world between ca. 100 000 and 1000 years ago. Some
human involvement in these extinctions has long been suspected because, where they have been securely dated, they
followed quite closely the spread of modern Homo sapiens
(Martin & Steadman 1999; Miller et al. 1999; Roberts et
al. 2001). However, there is persistent controversy over
both the degree to which the extinctions can be attributed
to people rather than to other factors such as climate
change, and over the nature of human impact on
megafauna species.
Several authors, particularly Martin (1973, 1984),
Flannery (1990) and Flannery & Roberts (1999), have
proposed that the extinctions were due to heavy and selective hunting by people of large-bodied prey. This model,
often referred to as ‘blitzkrieg’, envisages that when people
invaded new lands they found diverse populations of
large-bodied mammals that were both abundant and easy
to kill, and that they initially specialized in the hunting of
these large prey. This intensive exploitation of large prey
supported rapid growth and geographical expansion of
invading human populations, but it quickly resulted in
widespread hunting to extinction of megafauna species.
The blitzkrieg model has recently been supported for the
North American case by population models which suggest
that hunting alone could have produced the observed pattern of extinctions within short periods of time (Alroy
2001). However, the idea is strongly contested, mainly on
the grounds that the archaeological record provides too
little support for heavy hunting of large mammals that
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went extinct, and that many of the presumed victims of
over-hunting cannot be shown with certainty to have been
extant when humans appeared (Grayson 2001; Grayson
et al. 2001; Wroe et al. 2002). Also, in Australia, where
there is no firm evidence of hunting of extinct megafauna,
chronologies of human arrival and megafauna extinction
may be consistent with a long period of coexistence of
people and at least some megafauna species (Roberts et
al. 2001; Wroe & Field 2001; Wroe et al. 2002).
There are counter-arguments to these objections: the
extinctions may truly have been so rapid that little archaeological evidence of killing was left behind (Martin 1984),
and the sparseness of extinction chronologies for many
species makes it unlikely that the fossil record would reveal
overlap with people if that overlap was brief. There is
debate over both the timing of human arrival and of
megafauna extinctions in Australia (see Thorne et al.
1999; Field et al. 2001; Roberts et al. 2001; Wroe et al.
2002), and it may be many years before the pattern of
temporal overlap can be satisfactorily resolved for this
case. Thus, it may be that palaeontological and archaeological data will not be able to settle arguments over the
causes of megafauna extinctions in the near future, and it
is important that independent tests be applied to the question.
This paper introduces such an independent approach:
I re-evaluate the selectivity of Late Quaternary mammal
extinctions by comparing the characteristics of species that
went extinct with those of survivors. This has been little
explored in the literature to date, beyond the general
observation that large (or relatively large) species were
more likely to go extinct. The value of the approach is that
it might identify characteristics of species that made them
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vulnerable to extinction, and thereby indicate what causal
factors were involved. Here, I use it to test the following
two predictions of the hypothesis that blitzkrieg, or some
other form of direct negative impact from people, caused
Late Quaternary mammal extinctions in northern Eurasia,
Australia, the Americas and Madagascar.
First, if blitzkrieg happened, body size should have been
directly related to extinction risk, independent of effects
of reproductive rate on extinction. Blitzkrieg assumes that
large mammals were selectively hunted, because they provided a large reward for hunting effort and, having few
natural predators, were naive towards human hunters and
easy to kill. Thus, the megafauna are thought to have been
vulnerable as a direct result of their large size. However,
large size is also generally associated with slow reproduction, and slowly reproducing species are vulnerable to
over-harvest because the rate at which a population can
replace animals killed by hunters is low (Holdaway &
Jacomb 2000; Alroy 2001). Slow reproduction could have
predisposed large species to extinction by over-hunting
even if hunting was not size-selective. Therefore, we need
to separate the effects of body size and reproductive rate
on extinction risk and test for a relationship of extinction
risk to body size after the effects of reproductive rate have
been removed.
Second, if the extinctions were caused by hunting, or
some other interaction with people, then extinction risk
should have been lower for species that had little direct
exposure to people (Martin 1984). Because people are
predominantly day-active, terrestrial and hunt by sight,
species that were nocturnal, arboreal or lived in dense vegetation or habitats that were otherwise visually occluded
should have enjoyed some protection. Species that
occurred at very high latitudes or altitudes may also have
been protected because in such extreme environments
human occupation may have been intermittent. Therefore, species that might otherwise have been at high risk
because of body size, reproductive rate, or both, may have
survived if they had some of these protective traits. This
prediction follows from the blitzkrieg model, but also any
other hypothesis that invokes interactions with people as
the cause of extinction.
2. METHODS
The analysis dealt only with extinctions in Australia, North
and South America (excluding the Antilles), northern Eurasia
(as defined by Stuart (1991)) and Madagascar between 100 000
and 1000 years ago, because mammal extinctions in these
regions and during this period are well documented and data
are available for sufficient numbers of extinct species and living
relatives to make the comparisons attempted below.
Separating the effects of body mass and reproductive rate on
extinction risk presents difficulties, because among closely
related species the two variables are strongly associated, and
reproductive rates for extinct species are best estimated from
relationships of reproductive rate to mass determined for living
relatives. My approach was to: (i) identify groups of mammals
in which some but not all species went extinct; (ii) use
regressions of reproductive rate on body mass for living species
to derive estimates of reproductive rate for extinct species in
these groups; and (iii) test whether body mass or reproductive
rate best accounted for variation in extinction among groups.
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (2002)

I conducted this analysis at the level of families (or in some
cases super-families), because relationships between body mass
and reproductive rate for mammals are typically strong within
lineages at this taxonomic level, but reproductive rate relative to
body mass varies widely among such lineages. All families or
super-families with at least three known survivors and three
extinct species from the study regions and for which data were
available were included in this analysis. This criterion provided
at least three points in each category for the regression analyses,
and made it possible to identify the thresholds of body mass and
reproductive rate that were associated with high risk of extinction in each group.
I found nine groups of mammals that met these criteria (see
table 1). (Super-familial classification of the lemurs is unsettled
but they fall into two major groups (Purvis 1995): the Cheirogaleidae (mouse lemurs), which are all small and suffered no
extinctions, and other lemurs (including indris and aye-ayes)
which form a monophyletic group containing both extant and
extinct species over a wide range of body sizes. Accordingly, all
lemurs other than mouse lemurs were included as a single
group.) Data on body mass (means of males and females) of
living species were taken from Eisenberg (1989), Redford &
Eisenberg (1992), Strahan (1995), Eisenberg & Redford (1999)
and Nowak (1999), and of extinct species from Anderson
(1984), Murray (1991), Stuart (1991), Godfrey et al. (1997),
Flannery & Roberts (1999) and Alroy (2001). Reproductive rate
was measured as the number of offspring produced per adult
female per year. This measure incorporates variation due to litter
size and inter-birth interval. Data on reproductive rates were
obtained from Eisenberg (1989), Redford & Eisenberg (1992),
Hayssen et al. (1993), Eisenberg & Redford (1999), Nowak
(1999) and Fisher et al. (2001). Habitat preference was scored
under two categories to distinguish habitats with low and high
visual occlusion: ‘open’ habitats were treeless or lightly wooded
plains and low hills, including prairies, tundra, savannah and
other such habitats; and ‘closed’ habitats were forests, mountainous regions with complex or broken topography, and floristically complex ecotonal habitats. Species that regularly used
burrows were classified as occupying closed habitats. Data for
living species were taken from Nowak (1999) and Macdonald
(2001), and for extinct species from Kurten & Anderson (1980),
Stuart (1982, 1991), Anderson (1984), Rich & Van Tets (1985),
Murray (1991) and Godfrey et al. (1997). For many extinct
species no reliable inferences on habitat preference can be made,
so the dataset represents only a sampling of the habitats used
by extinct species. I also recorded whether living species were
nocturnal and whether the geographical range is predominantly
at high latitude (more than 80°) or high altitude (defined as
above the tree line). Species lists and raw data for all analyses
are provided in an electronic appendix to this paper available on
The Royal Society’s Publication Web site.

3. RESULTS
The relationships of body mass to extinction risk in the
nine groups of mammals available for analysis are summarized in table 1. Risk of extinction increased with body
mass in all cases, but the body mass threshold at which
the probability of extinction exceeded 0.5 varied widely,
from under 10 kg in lemurs to more than 350 kg in deer
and bovids. I used regressions of reproductive rate
(number of offspring produced per female per year) on
body mass of living species in each group to derive for
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Table 1. Thresholds of body mass above which 50% or more species went extinct in nine groups of mammals which lost three
or more species in the Late Quaternary megafauna extinctions of Australia, northern Eurasia, the Americas and Madagascar, but
which have three or more living species.
(Thresholds are defined by logistic regression (significance values of the regression models are shown). The ratio of mean body
mass of extinct to living species, and the overall size range, is also shown for each group. Raw data are provided in the electronic
appendix to this paper.)
mass threshold (kg)

2

group (with size range, kg)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

lemurs (0.70–200)
Vombatoidea: wombats and koala (5.1–200)
Macropodidae: kangaroos (1.3–250)
Dasypodidae: armadillos and pampatheres (0.1–312)
Tayassuidae: peccaries (20–73.5)
Felidae: cats (4–200)
Ursidae: bears (100–500)
Cervidae: deer (8.2–700)
Bovidae: cattle, goats, antelope etc. (32–1000)

8
23
32
34
42
96
315
371
386

mass ratio

⬍0.001
0.092
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
0.01
⬍0.001
0.066
0.008
0.002

39.89
2.833
55.78
15.01
6.73
16.01
3.37
6.92
10.11

14.73
3.33
7.25
27.71
2.25
5.48
1.69
3.24
4.04

>4
9

8
7
6

100
5
4

2
3
1

10

reproductive rate (offspring yr–1)

1000

body mass (kg) at
extinction threshold

p

3

2

1

0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

10 000

log mass (kg)

Figure 1. Relationship between the standard reproductive
rate (offspring female⫺1 yr⫺1 for a 54 kg species) and the
body mass at which the probability of extinction exceeded
0.5 for the nine groups of mammals listed (with identifying
numbers) in table 1.

Figure 2. Relationship between body mass and reproductive
rate for all species from the nine groups of figure 1 and table 1.
Reproductive rates for extinct species were predicted from
within-group relationships between (log) body mass and
(log) reproductive rate among living species. Circles, extant
species; crosses, extinct species. Solid squares represent the
values of body mass and reproductive rates at which
extinction probability reached 0.5 for each group, and the
line is the regression fitted through these points.

it a size-standardized measure of reproductive rate. This
measure was the predicted reproductive rate at 54 kg (the
geometric mean of the extinction thresholds for all nine
groups), and it was strongly related to the mass threshold
for extinction (F1,7 = 15.66, p ⬍ 0.01; figure 1). That is,
extinction reached down to smaller body sizes in groups
with low reproductive rates relative to body mass. This
relationship was re-tested using the method of independent contrasts (Purvis & Rambaut 1995) to control
for effects of phylogeny (using the mammal phylogeny of
Murphy et al. (2001)) and remained significant
(F1,6 = 9.03, p = 0.01).
These analyses demonstrate correlations of both body
mass and reproductive rate with extinction. However, of
these two variables, only reproductive rate is needed to

explain the pattern of extinction. This is shown in figure 2,
which plots body mass and reproductive rate for living and
extinct species, together with the boundary between high
and low extinction risk across all groups. This boundary
was determined by deriving an estimate of reproductive
rate at the body mass threshold for extinction in each
group, and fitting a regression through those points
(F1,7 = 0.0003, p = 0.99). The boundary is horizontal on
this graph, a consequence of the fact that extinction eliminated species at nearly the same threshold of reproductive
rate in all groups, regardless of differences between groups
in distributions of body size. If body size alone had
determined risk of extinction, this boundary would have
been vertical: an additive or interactive effect of body mass
and reproductive rate on extinction would have been indicated by a sloped line.

0

0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
2
reproductive rate (offspring female–1 yr–1)
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Figure 3. Ecological traits of ‘survivors’ (living species from the regions encompassed by this analysis with reproductive rates
less than 0.98 offspring female⫺1 yr⫺1). (a) Classification of species according to the number of traits possessed by each, where
each tip of the tree diagram represents a single species and (b) frequency of occurrence of each trait in this set of species. The
traits are those hypothesized in § 1 to have reduced exposure to humans.

Many species of extinct megafauna, such as diprotodons, mammoths and glyptodonts, are not included in this
analysis, because they belonged to groups that disappeared entirely. Such species were all large with (almost
certainly) very low reproductive rates, so they would fall
in the lower right of figure 2. Because they left no survivors
these groups cannot help us to characterize the boundary
between extinction and survival in Late Quaternary mammals. However, if data on extinct species from such
groups could have been included, it is very unlikely that
they would have altered the pattern revealed in figure 2.
Over all groups, the mean reproductive rate at which
the probability of extinction reached 0.5 was
0.98 offspring female⫺1 yr⫺1 (95% confidence limits 0.81–
1.16). I found data on 29 living species, representing 14
families, from the regions covered by this analysis with
reproductive rates below this threshold (see the electronic
appendix to this paper; the search for slow-reproducing
living species was not restricted to the nine groups used in
the analysis above). Because these species survived despite
their low reproductive rates, they can be used to test the
prediction that if interaction with people caused extinction, then species with less direct exposure to people
would have been at lesser risk.
These ‘survivor’ species are predominantly from closed
habitats, and many are arboreal and/or nocturnal (figure
3). Only three species possess none of the traits hypothesized above (see § 1) to reduce exposure to people (of these
three, the European bison Bison bonasus and the American
bison B. bison have almost been driven extinct by hunting
in recent times; only the short-beaked echidna Tachyglossus aculeatus remains abundant). There is a significantly
higher percentage of arboreal species among survivors
than among extinct species (68% versus 22.8%, n = 29
and 160; 2 = 13.18, d.f. = 1, p ⬍ 0.001; this comparison
was restricted to species of less than 100 kg because there
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (2002)

are no arboreal species above this weight). The percentage
of species from closed habitats is significantly higher for
survivors (75%, n = 29) than for extinct species (41.7%,
n = 84; 2 = 9.17, d.f. = 1, p ⬍ 0.01). Proportions of species that were nocturnal cannot be compared in this way
because of uncertainty over whether extinct species were
nocturnal or diurnal.
Most of the 29 survivors are from the Americas and
Australia, with only three from northern Eurasia and two
from Madagascar. In the Americas and Australia, the patterns of selectivity of extinction in relation to ecological
traits were evidently very similar. Thus, in Australia, 86%
(n = 7) of survivors are either arboreal or occupy closed
habitats, while in the Americas, 85% (n = 13) of survivors
have these characteristics (this comparison excluded
American survivors from high latitudes or high altitudes,
because such regions are either not represented or are of
very small extent in Australia). Among extinct species in
Australia, 28% (n = 29) are either arboreal or occupy
closed habitats, while in the Americas this applied to 32%
(n = 28) of extinct species.
4. DISCUSSION
The Late Quaternary ‘megafauna’ extinctions removed
mammal species in ways that were highly consistent for
different mammal groups and regions. A high proportion
of species with low reproductive rates went extinct, except
that species that were arboreal or lived in closed habitats
were more likely to survive than were terrestrial species of
open habitats; nocturnal species may also have enjoyed
some protection. It is not possible to identify any general
effect of body size on extinction risk that was independent
of the association of body size and reproductive rate. This
analysis identifies several groups in which extinction
removed species at body mass thresholds well below those
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typically used to define ‘megafauna’ (e.g. 44 kg or 100 kg
(Stuart 1991; Martin & Steadman 1999)). The vulnerability of these groups at relatively small body sizes is
attributable to their very low reproductive rates relative to
body size. Some groups for which there were insufficient
data for inclusion in this analysis are also informative
on this point. For example, all echidnas (family
Tachyglossidae) above a body mass of about 7 kg went
extinct in the Australian Late Pleistocene, and living echidnas have remarkably low reproductive rates for mammals of their small size. Likewise, all two-toed sloths and
their relatives (super-family Megatherioidea) above a mass
of ca. 6 kg were lost (these losses included some intermediate-sized forms (Webb & Perrigo 1985; Nowak 1999)
as well as many of the gigantic ground sloths). Given the
low reproductive rates of surviving sloths, any species
above a mass of 6 kg presumably had exceptionally slow
reproduction.
The results of this analysis reject the hypothesis that
these extinctions were caused by selective hunting of largebodied species, and by implication they cast doubt on
some of the subsidiary elements of the blitzkrieg model,
such as that the extinctions were very rapid and that naivety to predation accounts for the apparent ease with which
large species were driven extinct. These results have three
other implications for our understanding of Late Quaternary mammal extinctions.
First, the megafauna extinctions in northern Eurasia,
which are considered by most authors to have been less
severe than the truly catastrophic losses in the Americas
and Australia, actually left fewer survivors among species
with reproductive rates in the susceptible range; viewed in
this way, the northern Eurasian extinctions were at least
as severe as those on the other two continents. The fact
that fewer large-bodied species went extinct in northern
Eurasia is explained by the relatively high reproductive
rates of mammal groups there; extinctions cut deeper into
the body size range of mammals in the Americas and
(especially) Australia because of the large representation
in those faunas of lineages of slowly reproducing mammals
like xenarthans and marsupials. The comparable severity
of the extinction events in northern Eurasia, the Americas
and Australia further indicates that prey naivety was not
a significant factor in the extinctions, because although
mammals in the Americas and Australia had no prior
experience of human predation when they met modern
Homo sapiens, Eurasian mammals had experienced a long
history of interaction with earlier human populations capable of hunting large mammals (Roebroeks 2001). On this
point, it is interesting to note that the pattern of extinction
of large carnivores (represented by cats and, to a lesser
extent, bears; see figure 1) was very similar to that revealed
for the other families. This is what one would expect if
predators and herbivores were equally vulnerable to the
same extinction-causing factor. Given that the large cats
were very well-armed, it therefore seems unlikely that an
inability to mount a defence against hunters was a factor
in the vulnerability to extinction of large and slowly reproducing species in the Late Quaternary.
Second, the analysis provides an explanation for the low
rates of Late Quaternary mammal extinction in southern
Eurasia. One might think that the arrival of modern
humans in southern Eurasia should have had similar
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (2002)
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effects on mammal populations as in northern Eurasia but,
although giant deer and mammoths went extinct in China
(Anderson 1984; Tung-Shen & Xing-Guo 1984), elephants, rhinos, large primates and other slowly reproducing
species survived throughout the wetter parts of south Asia.
Such species predominantly occupy closed forests and
some are arboreal, so their persistence is consistent with
the pattern of extinction and survival of mammal species
elsewhere.
Third, although the pattern of selectivity of extinction
shown here is inconsistent with selective and heavy predation on large prey as a general scenario for the
megafauna extinctions, the pattern of survival and extinction of species with low reproductive rates is nonetheless
consistent with some interaction with humans as the cause
of extinction. This could have been low-level hunting by
human populations not specialized for exploitation of
large prey. Low rates of killing can have substantial
impacts on species with low fecundity, because in such
species a small increment of mortality from hunting may
be capable of holding mortality rates above recruitment
rates, and if populations remain susceptible to hunting
even as density declines to critically low levels, this may
ultimately cause extinction. There is no reason to think
that these effects should have been rapid. It is not even
necessary to assume that killing of adults was significant:
occasional killing of juveniles or sub-adults can easily
reduce recruitment rates in species that produce single
young at long intervals, as was almost certainly true of
practically all extinct mammal megafauna. Viewing
human predation on megafauna in this way provides an
alternative solution to the problem of why, if hunting
caused extinction, the archaeological evidence of killing by
people is so unconvincing: we need not assume that at any
time human predation was responsible for a high proportion of deaths in species that were ultimately driven
extinct by over-hunting. This is in contrast to the blitzkrieg model, which envisages brief intervals during which
a high proportion of deaths were due to people. If the
absolute rate of killing was never high, and most deaths
continued to be ‘natural’ as populations declined towards
extinction, the number of deaths caused by people and
the proportion of fossils showing evidence of human predation or interference might both have been low. In that
case, the archaeological evidence of killing would be very
sparse and in many cases could well be effectively veiled
by its rarity. In particular, kill sites representing the simultaneous slaughter of large numbers of prey need not be
expected.
Other possible forms of interaction consistent with the
pattern identified here are indirect effects of predation,
whereby a low level of predation elicits such strong avoidance of the predator that access to key resources is severely
curtailed, or direct competition for critical resources. It
has been argued, for example, that competition with
people for access to den sites contributed to the decline
of the cave bear Ursus spelaeus in Europe (Grayson 2001).
The pattern is also consistent with transfer of disease
organisms from people as proposed by MacPhee & Marx
(1997), but for counter-arguments to that proposal see
Alroy (1999).
The major alternative to human impact as an explanation for the Late Quaternary megafauna extinctions is
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environmental change, driven either by climate change or
by human impact on the environment. In Australia, for
example, it has been argued that a combination of increasing aridity during the period leading up the last glacial
maximum (ca. 20 000 years ago), together with firing of
the landscape by people, may have reduced the area of
shrublands and woodlands and caused the extinctions of
large species that depended on those habitats (Miller et al.
1999). According to this thinking, hunting need not have
accompanied the extinctions, but it may have increased
the risk of extinction for species already stressed by
environmental change. Thus, Stuart (1991) suggests that
large mammals from northern Europe may have gone
extinct because the impacts of hunting were amplified by
climate-driven reduction or fragmentation of geographical
ranges. It is not always clear what predictions on the selectivity of extinction in relation to reproductive rate, habitat
and behaviour are implied by these models, but in at least
some cases they are certainly counter to the patterns
described in this paper. For example, firing of the Australian landscape would presumably have harmed species
that lived in dense vegetation or were arboreal, and benefited open-country species, but the pattern of survival
and extinction actually went in the opposite direction.
Perhaps the most striking feature revealed by this analysis is the consistency of the pattern of loss of species in
the regions considered. In each case, the majority of species with reproductive rates below one offspring per female
per year went extinct, unless they were arboreal or lived
in closed habitats. The impact of reproductive rate on risk
of extinction was quantitatively alike in different regions
and for different groups of mammals, and the power of
habitat and arboreality to alleviate that risk was similar. If
consistency of effect implies consistency of cause, we can
conclude that the same extinction-causing process operated in all these cases. A common-sense view of the disappearance of the Late Quaternary ‘megafauna’ is that the
causes of extinction of so many and varied mammal
groups from such a range of environmental contexts may
well have been multi-factorial, that different combinations
of factors may have applied in each case, and that attempts
to generalize processes across all cases are unrealistic. But
perhaps the answer will turn out to be simple after all.
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